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THE SUMMER'S LIGHT 

 

By Cristina Cretu 

Translated by Anca Mihaela Bruma 

 

Romanian Cu luminaverii 

Acorduri de pian, 

Cristaleînrazele de purpură - săgeţi, 

Neauzită, inimatedoare, 

O insulă se înalţăşiţi-e frig. 

 

Tu, poate, plângicăvaraacum s-a dus... 

Lumina aurie s-o regreţi, 

Neliniştită, s-a scursînapus. 

Ridică-ţicapulgreu de atâtaplâns, 

Nu maimăvezi, 

Cu ea, şieu m-am dus… 

 

English 

The Summer’s Light 

Piano chords, 

Crystals inside the purple rays,  

arrows… 

Voicelessly, your heart hurts, 

an island rises  

and you're feeling cold… 

 

You, 

maybe, 

weep now as summer has been gone ... 
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the golden light you shall regret 

as restlessly it elapsed in the West. 

 

Lift your head, 

heavy of so much crying, 

as you no longer see me… 

as the light, 

I am also gone! 
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Cristina also cannot hear properly, but she considers the power of poetry helps her to sharp 

all her artistic senses, therefore allowing her delicate soul to express even with more ease. 

Her poetry is like a continuous look for the ineffable, though expressed in powerful nostalgic 

sometimes elegiac notes; her candid lyricism simply takes hold of your spirit.  
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having lived in four continents. Her eclecticism can be seen in her intertwined studies, she 
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